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LOOKING TOWARDS
THE FUTURE

Story & Photos by Skovy

Well hello again. Just got back
from our Bon Voyage Caribbean
Cruise and I must say we had a
blast. This year we had 10
people go with us to Roatan,
Belize, and Cozumel. Then we
ran smack dab at Mardi Gras in
Galveston. That Mardi Gras just
put the cherry on top of the whole
trip. We did not even expect it but
was pleasantly surprised that the
whole procession went right in
front of our hotel. (No wonder it
was hard to get rooms!) I have a
whole section on our trip right
here in the “RUMBLER”.
Our next big event before the
summer activities is going to be
April 13th. This is our season
opener. This year we will have a
50’s theme costume party, hop
dance and limbo party at the
Jamestown Elks Club. Last year,
our season opener was a 40’s
theme whereas we had over 100
people in attendance and it was a
complete blast! R&C School of
Rock will be spinning the 45’s
and belting out the 50’s music all
night long. Of course, this is free
to everybody. There will be
trophies and cash handed out for
the best 50’s theme attire and the
limbo contest.

I know that I’m nowhere as limber
or light as I was when I was
young, but, what the heck, I’m
going for it!
On other business, we have
completed our Board of Directors
by adding Neil Baker, Justin
Fuchs and Randy Miller. Before
we only had Larry Gilge as a
Director with Tom Ravely, Craig
Gaier and myself doing dual
roles, but the James Valley
Street Machines, I’m very proud
to say has grown to the point
where we have a large member
pool to draw on. Thank you very
much Neil, Justin, Randy and
Larry for helping. First order of
business is going to be Bylaws.
We are growing and we’re loving
it.
Tom Ravely and myself are
working with Computer One out
of Bismarck North Dakota on a
new web site. Our instructions
were to Computer One is that we
don’t want to be chasing the bar
… we want to be the bar. So far,
this site is looking outstanding
and I hope to unveil this new site
by the time our season opener is
upon us. Our new web site is
going to be jvsm.club. Don’t
worry about the old address
jamesvalleystreetmachines.com.
If you type that site in you will be
directed
to
jvsm.club
automatically.
The
James
Valley
Street
Machines have been offered to
display 5 of our cars/trucks at the
Toppers Car Show in Fargo and
Prime Steel Car show in Grand
Forks.
Joel
Dewald
is
spearheading this program, and if
you think your car/truck is good
enough to be in these shows and
will represent our organization to
the optimum level, email me
skovy@donwilhelm.com and I will

contact you about the particulars.
You must be a paid member of
the
James
Valley
Street
Machines to be part of this.
Still have my sea legs. We have
all kinds of events coming up this
summer. Of course, one of the
biggest is the Black Top Power
Tour June 21st through June 24th.
I hope you plant to attend.
April 13th will bring in our season
opener with a 50’s costume party
& hop dance at the Jamestown
Elks Club. Last year when we
had this program, we had 100
people in attendance and it was a
blast! There will be trophies and
massive amounts of fun.
May 19th & 20th the James Valley
Street
Machines
will
be
sponsoring the Jamestown 1/8
mile drag races with the Quickest
Reaction Time & Lane Sponsor.
We will also be part of the North
Dakota 701 Streetcar Shootout
that is happening during the drag
races.
June 13th is set for our 1st of 2
races for the 60-foot experience
drag race.
June 21st through 24th will be
our 2018 Black Top Power Tour
to South Dakota.
July 16th is set for our club picnic
(weather permitting)
August 15 is set for our 2nd race
for the 60-foot experience drag
race.
August 23rd through 26th we will
be having our annual AMTRAK
ride to Chicago to visit the Volo
Auto Museum.
September 22nd or when the
Jamestown Stampede is, will be
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our 8th Annual Car Show at Don
Wilhelm Inc.

Mitzel, LeRoy
Gilge, Cindy

03/27
03/30

October 7th will be our Fall
Harvest Cruise. This cruise will
go to Sully’s Hill National Game
Preserve & Fort Totten State
Historic Site (weather permitting).
December 5th will be our 2018
Christmas
Extravaganza
&
Awards Banquet.
Another big event for 2018, is
that we are unveiling a new web
site. My orders to the webmaster,
we don’t want to chase the bar,
we want our club to BE THE
BAR. Stay tuned for the coolest
most interactive web site around
to unveil in 2018!
So as 2017 comes to an end it is
with a warm heart that Skovy,
Tom & Craig and all the James
Valley Street Machines wish you
a Merry Christmas and a Happy
new year.
Thank you everybody for reading
and enjoying the “RUMBLER”
magazine. Our e-mail readers
have passed 30,212 issues with
even some of our issues being
sent overseas. Don’t be bashful.
We are a very active organization
and want members. It’s only
$25.00 for a regular membership
& $50.00 if you want the
“RUMBLER” mailed to you.
skovy@donwilhelm.com

MEMBER
BIRTHDAYS
DECEMBER & JANUARY
Gray, Andy
Skovy
Huber, Sue
Hellman, Cheryl
Readel, Nadine
Thomas, Troy
Tompkins, Debra
Gibson, Diane
Derheim, Erica
Allmer, Mike
Hoggarth, Tim
Riffe, Jill
Curtis, Floyd
Lovgren, Marlyn
McIlonie, Bernie
Behm,Earl
Larson, Bonnie
Rivinius, Caryn
McCullough, Gary
Engquist, Marsha
Wilhelm, Jordan
McCreedy, Terry
Forsman, Melinda
Berg, Tami
Moser, LeRoy
Lulay, Alma
McDermid, Tim
Grueneich, Jim
Masters, George
Bachmeier, Karla
Elhard, Dale
Seckerson, Kelly
Loose, Bonita

02/01
02/04
02/04
02/05
02/08
02/09
02/09
02/10
02/13
02/16
02/16
02/18
02/21
02/22
02/26
03/06
03/06
03/06
03/10
03/11
03/11
03/14
03/15
03/16
03/16
03/17
03/17
03/18
03/18
03/21
03/21
03/21
03/24

ACTIVE MEMBERS
Allmer, Michael
Anderson, Roger & Meleia
Anderson, Scott & Kim
Anderson, Bruce & Kathy
Bachmeier, Donovan & Karla
Baker, Neil & Judi
Balvitsch, Wayne
Behm, Earl & Connie
Bennefeld, Greg & Judy
Bensch, Paul & Janis
Berg, Wayne & Tami
Bergman, Alan
Beyer, James
Block, Scott & Pat
Brandenburger, Max & Laura
Briese, Lee & Penny
Calheim, Clifford & Marla
Carow, Billy & Candace
Carpenter, Kent & Colleen
Corell, John
Curtis, Floyd & Carrie
Derheim, Erica
Dewald, Joel & Della
Elhard, Dale
Engquist, Merrill (Sparky) &
Marcia
Eslick, Larry
Forsman, Larry
Fuchs, Justin & Nichole
Gaier, Craig & Johnston, Ruth
Geisler, David
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Gibson, Teddy & Diane
Gilbertson, Mike & Murray, Kim
Gilge, Corey
Gilge, Larry & Cindy
Gray, JeriLynn & Andy
Greenlund, Ron & Darlene
Grueneich, Jim & Naomi
Gumke, Don & JoAnn
Gumke, Matt
Gums, Robert & Candace
Guthmiller, Neil & Linda
Hansen, Michael & Angie
Heinle, Larry & Audrey
Hellman, Brad & Cheryl
Hoggarth, Tim & Tiffany
Holzkamm, Al & Cindy
Houge, Jason & Ann Marie
Huber, Al & Sue
Huber, Bruce
Huber, Steve & Betty
Huber, Robert
Jangula, Duane
Janke, Harvey & Cindy
Jaskoviak, Steven (Skovy)
Jensen, Paul & Sue
Johnson, Brandon & Sonia
Johnson, Rod W.
Johnson, Irving & Marilyn
Johnson, Spencer & Amee
Kamlitz, Brian
Kapp, Dan & Jennifer
Karn, Dale & Sue
Keim, Lyman & Darlene
Kertzman, John & Janelle
Kessler, Michael & Mary
Kiefer, Randy & Linda
Kleinknecht, Delno & Phyllis
Krein, Larry & Kelly
Kuss, Alex
Lambert, Ken
Larson, Don & Bonnie
Loose, Larry & Bonita
Lovgren, Gary & Marlyn
Lubenow, Owen & Kyla
Lulay, Bob & Alma
Lynn, Randy & Monica
Lynn, Tyler & Pauline
Martin, Randy & Patti

Masters, George & Eileen
McCreedy, Terrance
McCullough, Gary & Billie
McDermid, Tim
McIlonie, Bernie & Darlene
McLaen, Roger & Caryn
McMahon, Mark & Katherine
Meidinger, Jamie
Meikle, Jack & Gloria
Miller, Randy
Miller, Jerry
Miller, Aaron
Mischka, Kenneth & Judy
Mitzel, LeRoy
Moser, Jeff
Moser, LeRoy & Gloria
Nenow, Roger & Lois
Nogosek, Aaron & Amy
Noot, Jay & Bryant
Olson, David & Adele
Orness, Stan & Sharon
Ravely, Thomas & Rhonda
Readel, Larry & Nadine
Redinger, Dale
Renshaw, Dennis (Brett)
Reuer, Lonnie & Tammy
Riffe, Gary & Jill
Rivinius, David & Caryn
Rixen, Dennis
Sabir, Nam
Schadler, Alan & Melinda
Schauer, Ronald & Cindy
Schoepp, Robert & Alva
Schumacher, Devin &
Stephanie
Seckerson, Kelly & Tricia
Seher, Jeff
Siegle, Randolph & Patricia
Thoele, Kevin & Kim
Thomas, Troy & Tricia
Timm, Curt
Tompkins, Steve & Debra
Tracy, Dean & Martha
Vanderwal, Kier & Candace
VanFleet, Jake
Watson, James
Weber, Ross & Diana
Wegner, Donald & Marla
Wehling, Tim

Westerhausen, Leon & Mary
Jane
Wick, Brent
Widmer, Dan
Wiest, J.P. & Judy
Wilhelm, Jeff
Wilhelm, Jordan
Wilhelm, Rod & Sandy
Wolf, Cameron
Wonnenberg, Douglas & Robyn
Zaun, Larry & Penny

keep the transmission operating
correctly.

Advice from the Pit Stop
Story & Photos by Mike Hansen (James
Valley Street Machines)

As you probably already know,
how important transmission fluid
is
for
your
automatic
transmission. One thing many
people aren’t sure of is. “when is
the proper time to change the
transmission fluid?”
Transmission fluid acts as
hydraulic fluid, lubricant and
coolant for your car. But that
doesn’t mean the fluid lasts
forever. Transmission fluid has a
shelf life also. Transmission fluid
is like any other fluid for your car.
Transmission fluid breaks down
from
heat,
use,
and
contaminants. If left alone, it can
start to cause erratic behavior
with your transmission such as
shifting issues, slipping, and
overheating.
So how do you know when to
change transmission fluid?
Some
car
manufactures
recommend servicing a fluid
change every 100,000 or even
150,000 miles. In my opinion,
that is too long when one thinks
about it.
The average driver drives about
14,000 miles per year. If you
were to service a fluid exchange
every 100,000 miles, one would
end
up
servicing
your
transmission once every 6.5 or
8.5 years. More than likely the
fluid is broken down by that time
and has lost all the detergent to

Here at the Pit Stop Express
Lube, we recommend a fluid
exchange every 30,000 to 60,000
miles or once every two to three
years. This is an optimal
schedule for the average driver
and will allow your transmission
to run on healthy fluid constantly,
which means a longer lasting and
more importantly a more efficient
transmission.
If your driving habits include a
different lifestyle such a snow
plows, towing rigs, and constant
stop and go traffic, it could
necessitate a fluid change even
sooner than was suggested.
Also, excessive heat breaks
down your transmission oil
rapidly. This will darken the fluid,
and create a burnt smell. It would
be recommended that you should
change your fluid as soon as
possible to prolong transmission
life. At the Pit Stop Express we
would check the color or the
smell of the oil on every oil
change that you do at The Pit
Stop. If you’re unsure, stop on by
and
I’ll
check
out
your
transmission fluid and make the
proper diagnosis for you.
Trust me, you would rather your
transmission operates to its
optimum level by servicing your
transmission at regular intervals
than
to
replace
your
transmission. Contaminates to
get in the oil and one needs to
stay on top of this program.
Taking care of your transmission
proactively will save you money
in the long run.
Stop by the Pit Stop for a free
assessment. 2603 Highway 281
South. Between the Quality Inn
and Super 8 Hotel right here in
Jamestown. 701-320-1997
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JAMES VALLEY STREET
MACHINES 6TH ANNUAL
WINTER GET THE HECK
OUT OF TOWN CRUISE
Story& Photo by (jvsm.club)

DAY 1-2/2/18 TRAVEL TO

GALVESTON

Our journey starts out on a flight from
Jamestown, North Dakota to Denver. With
a slight layover in Denver we boarded a
plane to Houston, Texas. Of course, it
was Fedora Friday so with tradition in
hand, everybody wore a Fedora for the
day

Oh, what the heck, it’s 5:00 somewhere!
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go to “Bubba Gump’s” for some seafood.
The waitress was giving us Q&A all night
about the Forest Gump film.

massive. When we were done we, all
walked along the beach and headed in for
the evening. We’ve been going since
5:00am and were a little tired.

DAY 2-2/3/18 BOARDING
CARNIVAL FREEDOM

Always time for refreshments while we
were waiting for our transport to the
Carnival Freedom

Landing in Houston, we rode a shuttle to
Galveston Island. The shuttle was
stocked with adult beverages and we had
an hour and a half to kill. Well. Shuttle
service had to restock. he he

Larry & Audrey Heinle outside of “Bubba
Gump’s”. Guess I forgot to tell them it was
Fedora Friday.

Galveston Island was quaint and nice.
Temperature was around 70. Street was
clean.

We stayed at the Four Points at
Galveston Island. Nice facility!

We had arrived at Galveston Island later
in the evening so everybody decided to

Craig Gaier showed Larry & Audrey the
proper pose with the Fedora.

This was the view in “Bubba Gump’s” at
Pleasure Pier. The portion sizes where
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DAY 4-2/5/18 DAY AT
SEA & FORMAL DINING

The pictures tell it all. The party was on.
Carnival Freedom never sleeps!

DAY 3-2/4/18 DAY AT
SEA & SKOVY’S
BIRTHDAY

Larry & Audrey Heinle

The sea was pretty calm (or was it that we
all had too much rum in our system?)

Tom & Rhonda Ravely
Skovy turns 60. He is officially an old fart.
.

Hey, it’s 85 degrees, let’s sit outside with
our beverages and enjoy!
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DAY 5-2/6/18 Isle of
Roatan – Mahogany Bay

Lyman & Darlene Keim

Skovy & Craig Gaier. The Margaritas
were going down pretty easy.

Mark & Katherine McMahon. Hey where
is your dress up picture?
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On Isle of Roatan there is a gondola
system they call the Magical Flying Chair
that takes you to Mahogany Beach. Very
nice place to sit back and relax

Tom & Lyman planning which way to go!

There are a bunch of shipwrecks in the
bay. The captain of the Carnival Freedom
navigated the big ship in to dock without
incident.

Jungle Love!

This ship wreck was right beside out ship
while we were in port. This ship was
beached around 1910.

There was another ship at port the same
time we were.

Hey you two kids. Don’t make me get out
the water hose!
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At the Texas Mule, you would walk out on
the water and have your drinks at the
beach tables.
Of course, while everybody was relaxing
at Mahogany Beach, a couple of thrill
seekers (Skovy & Craig) thought it would
be cool to jump on some ATV’s that were
hot rodded up and cruise full speed
through the jungle.

Or relax and the staff brought you drinks
all day.

Back on the ship and this is what we saw
from our deck chairs. Awesome. We will
be back Roatan!

DAY 6-2/7/18 BELIZE
Man were we getting muddy. I couldn’t
stop smiling. It was an absolute blast.

After 3 hours of riding ATV’s through the
Roatan jungle, we stopped by the “Texas
Mule” bar & grille to have refreshments
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every bit of the travel. The guides and
sites were spectacular!

Here the group separated into 2 groups.
A bus took part of our group to
Xunantuich Ruins.

Skovy & Craig decided to go to the more
grueling Ruins called Lamanai. This was
an hour ride by bus to the northern edge
of Belize.

Then a 25-mile ride through the Belize
jungle on high powered boats

The Jaguar temple. This is where the
Incans sacrificed.
The trip was very enduring but worth

Leaving Belize, we were in a procession
of cruise ships heading to Cozumel. This
was the Carnival Valor in front of us.
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This was a Royal Caribbean behind us.

DAY 7-2/8/18 COZUMEL

There were 7 cruise ships in port at
Cozumel

For $70.00 US this guy gave us a 4-hour
tour of the whole area. Through town and
up and down the beach. He stopped by a
liquor store and we bought some adult
beverages for the ride. It was 100
degrees outside.

Mark & Katherine McMahon swam with
the sting rays

We took off from Cozumel with another
spectacular sunset
Cozumel is a very colorful city. Full of Life
and fun.
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DAY 8-2/9/18
GALVESTON - MARDI
GRAS!

Tom & Rhonda Ravely added about 10
pounds of beads for the trip back.

The 2018 Bon Voyage party
ended up being a complete
success. A huge “Thank you”
goes out to Brandi from
Jamestown Travel for setting this
vacation up this year.

When we left the Carnival Freedom we
thought we would have lunch at a bar &
grille called “Fish Tales”. All I can say is
portion size is way bigger than anybody
can eat by themselves. Larry Heinle and
Craig Gaier were able to finish all of
theirs.

We will be having our initial
meeting in May (Will send out
reminders) for out 2019 trip.
There are going to be 4 options
that Brandi has set up.
1. 7-day at Disney World
Orlando.
2. 7-day resort in Cozumel
3. 7-day resort in Cancun
4. 7-day cruise to Puerto
Vallarta.

When we returned to Galveston, we
thought we would have a quiet night.
NOT! It was Mardi Gras in Galveston and
those Texans know how to party ALL
NIGHT LONG!

I will give everybody ample notice
to this meeting in May. Start
thinking about if you want to
come or not. This trip is usually
the 1st or 2nd week in February.
Again, thank everybody who
came along on the 2018 Bon
Voyage party. Again, it was fun
filled and a blast!
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DEVILS RUN
Story & Photos by Stan & Sharon Orness
(greaterdakotaclassics.com)

*Accommodations list with phone
numbers
is
at
http://www.greaterdakotaclassics.
com/events/accommodations.pdf

RUMBLER HUMOR
Story & Pictures sent by Craig Gaier
(James Valley Street Machines)

*RV parking at City Plaza contact
Dunn Brothers 701-662-6000
*RV parking near the ball
diamonds contact Terry at 701739-7703
or
twallacedlpb@gondtc.com
*Women's World vendors contact
Tara Jo 701-351-6587
*Outside in the park vendors
contact Terry at 701-739-7703 or
twallacedlpb@gondtc.com
*Devils Run entry forms can be
printed
off
at
http://www.greaterdakotaclassics.
com/events/2018/2018entry.pdf
*ALL Devils Run Schedules will
be out SOON.

Hello Everyone,
*Handicap scooter rentals will
be available in Roosevelt Park
during Devils Run, to reserve one
email
Michael
E.
Huot
mhuot@altru.org
*You
can
purchase
DISCOUNTED 2018 Devils Run
Apparel
by
going
to
www.decoratedwearables.com
then click on "Showrooms". Items
can be picked up, mailed out or
they can be waiting for you at
registration headquarters when
you arrive.
*Collector Car Auction info, email
Randy
or
Kathy
at
mastersauctionsnd@gmail.com
or 701-227-0746

Eric Boren from the Cobblestone
Hotel & Suites just called and
said they had rooms Devils Run
weekend. 701-544-0129
I have been told that the Sleep
Inn also has rooms for Devils
Run weekend. 701-544-1111
See you. Soon!
Stan & Sharon

THE ITALIAN LAWYER
A Mafia Godfather finds out that
his bookkeeper, Guido, has
cheated
him
out
of
$10,000,000.00.
His bookkeeper is deaf. That was
the reason he got the job in the
first place. It was assumed that
Guido would hear nothing so he
would not have to testify in court.
When the Godfather goes to
confront
Guido
about his missing $10 million, he
takes along his lawyer who
knows sign language.
The Godfather tells the lawyer,
"Ask him where the money is!"
The lawyer, using sign language,
asks Guido, Where's the money?
Guido signs back, "I don't know
what you are talking about."
The lawyer tells the Godfather,
"He says he doesn't know what
you're talking about."
The Godfather pulls out a pistol,
puts it to Guido's head and says,
"Ask him again or I'll kill him!"
The lawyer signs to Guido, "He'll
kill you if you don't tell him."
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Guido trembles and signs, "OK!
You win! The money is in a
brown briefcase, buried behind
the shed at my cousin Bruno's
house.

those maneuvers are planned or
not.
When drivers are steering to
avoid a crash or because a
curve’s severity was misjudged,
they can feel and experience
unfamiliar
handling
characteristics as the vehicle
nears the loss of friction (traction)
on the road. The result of this is a
loss of control which usually
results in either the rear of the
vehicle "spinning out," or the front
of the vehicle "plowing out."

The Godfather asks the lawyer,
"What did he say?"
The lawyer replies, "He says
screw you, you don't have the
guts to pull the trigger."

Engineers
have
developed
Electronic Stability Control (ESC)
which is designed to help keep
the vehicle stable and, on the
road, regardless of road and
weather conditions and/or how
the driver is steering.

In the early days of the
automotive industry, the term
“stability” meant keeping the
vehicle wheels on the road and
the passengers comfortable.
Engineers spent years and years
working out ride and handling
features to develop suspensions
that could control thousands of
pounds of automotive steel when
that steel was rolling.
As vehicle suspensions and
roads have become better and
better, the term "stability" evolved
to mean something different.
Today, stability refers to keeping
drivers
in
control
and
safeguarding that the vehicle
remains on the road through all
types of maneuvers, whether

Sudden steering wheel inputs
during emergencies, or on ice,
snow, dirt, gravel roads, can
immediately put your vehicle in a
condition where it is nearly
uncontrollable.
In
these
circumstances, without an ESC
system your vehicle would be
nearly impossible to keep on the
road.
A professional driver, who has
experience and practice, could
probably maintain control in
these extremes. However, it is
unlikely for the average driver to
properly apply certain techniques
in a panic situation to regain the
control of the vehicle.
Now available in many cars, ESC
helps drivers maintain control of
their vehicle during extreme
steering maneuvers by keeping
the vehicle headed in the
intended direction, even when
the vehicle is losing traction.
Rather than relying on drivers for
this control in panic situations,
computers now take over to keep
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your vehicle on the correct path.
ESC is a computerized system
that regulates hydraulic and
mechanical components to assist
the driver maintain control. The
system works full time, requires
no driver interaction, and is
transparent to the driver until it is
needed.

When you are steering to avoid a
crash or because something was
misjudged, you can feel and
experience unfamiliar handling
characteristics of your life as you
near the loss of traction. The
result of this is a loss of control
which usually results in either
"spinning out" or "plowing out."

Isn’t this just like God in your life?
With ESC, the driver will feel the
loss of control only momentarily.
Within fractions of a second, the
system will automatically regulate
the system to bring the vehicle
under control. With God, the
person will feel the loss of control
only
momentarily.
If
God
determines you are experiencing
a potential loss of direction, God
immediately, and selectively,
controls throttle and/or braking in
an attempt to bring your life
under control and back to where
it belongs. The ESC control
system can react faster, and is
far more capable, than any
driver, as it can control braking at
each wheel independently of one
another. The God control system
reacts faster, and is far, far, more
capable than any driver, and God
can regain control independently,
without any further help from the
person.

Sudden steering inputs during
emergencies, or with job loss,
health concerns, financial crisis,
all can immediately put your life
in a condition where it is nearly
uncontrollable.
In
these
circumstances, without God, your
life would be nearly impossible to
keep on the road.

Within fractions of a second, God
will automatically regulate many
things, in many instances, and
bring them under control, but not
necessarily in the way or the
manner that you would have
liked.
In today’s world, stability refers to
keeping life under control and
safeguarding that life remains on
the straight and narrow road
through all types of maneuvers,
whether those maneuvers are
planned or not.

STEVE MCQUEEN’S
“BULLITT” MUSTANG
FOUND IN A MEXICAN
JUNK YARD
Story& Photo by (marketwatch.com)

ESC is an active safety feature.
God is your active safety feature.
God makes and maintains control
and takes corrective action
before all is lost.
Blessings to you today. May God
grant you safety in a dangerous
world. When you are in a skid, an
emergency, or whatever other
condition is present, God is there,
always standing ready for you.
Take care everyone the roads
are treacherous, especially in
January. Keep cruising’. Keep on
keeping on.

A 1968 Mustang found in a
Mexico junk yard has reportedly
been confirmed by a classic Ford
expert to be one of two cars used
in
Steve
McQueen’s
San
Francisco cop classic “Bullitt.”
“I’m 100% sure it’s authentic,”
Kevin Marti, of the Marti Report,
told Fox News after travelling to
Mexicali to inspect the car last
week. This Mustang, used
primarily for the film’s stunt
scenes, reportedly had not been
seen in nearly 50 years, while the
other ‘68 Mustang from the film is
in a private car collection after
going through a few owners,
including a failed attempt by
McQueen to buy it shortly before
he died in 1980.
The film features arguably the
best-ever
car
chase,
with
McQueen’s
Detective
Frank
Bullitt behind the wheel, speeding
up and down San Francisco’s
famed hilly terrain, through traffic.
Car lovers love to pick the scene
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apart, from questioning the
number of hub caps a vehicle
can lose in a movie (more than
four) to noting the different
versions used for the 1968
Dodge Charger—the car that
Bullitt’s Mustang was chasing—
and infighting over whether this
Mustang could have outpowered
the Charger in the first place.
The beat-up Mustang took its trip
to the junk yard alongside both
Chargers used in the scene,
according to the IMDb records.
But from there, its trail was lost.

The
new-found
treasure,
disguised under white body paint
and not the Highland Green that
“Bullitt” fans will recognize, was
first uncovered last year in Baja
California Sur by a novice
collector named Hugo Sanchez.
He reportedly wanted a rough
Mustang to rework into an
“Eleanor” Shelby GT500 from a
much-later movie, 2000’s “Gone
in 60 Seconds.” Paint removal
eventually revealed the green
and inspired a closer check of the
car’s provenance.
“It’s not the first time one of these
old movie cars showed up in a
junk yard, but it’s rare,” Marti told
Fox News. Because of his
classic-car company, Marti was
familiar
with
the
vehicle
identification numbers (VINs) for
the two Mustangs ordered by
Warner Bros. for the film.
Car sites were hesitant to guess
at the Mustang’s potential value
given the movie affiliation and
because it had been missing for
so long. An original Charger from

the scene went on sale in 2013,
restored, with a price tag of $1
million.
Fox reported that the owner is
now taking his Mustang to
California for restoration ahead of
the film’s 50th anniversary.

MUSCLE CAR FRONT END
ALIGNMENT BASICS
Story& Photo by Calin Head (superchevy.com)

Front Suspension Settings
Explained and How to Make
'Em Work for You

The steering and suspension
system in your car may look
simple enough, but in actuality it's
a complex series of arms, links,
springs, and pivots. All of it is
there to do a few basic things,
like soak up bumps in the road,
track straight and allow you to
turn corners. The car is stuck to
the road by four relatively small
contact patches, so the alignment
settings also manage that contact
patch and keep it as large as
possible while the suspension
cycles. Even though the stuff is
there to do these basic things,
there are settings you can adjust
even on a brand-new vehicle to
make it handle better and make
the tires last longer.
What does all of this have to do
with the muscle car owner? Well,
if you have upgraded to radial
tires, wider tires, lowered the car,
or are prepping the car for an
autocross/open track day, you
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will need to have the alignment
set for those new parameters.
Let's face it: There's nothing
worse than having your car
wander all over the road and eat
front tires for breakfast. Plus, the
proper
wheel
alignment,
whatever the application (street,
strip, autocross/road course or a
top speed assault) will maximize
your suspension's potential and
deliver
the
best
possible
performance.
We contacted the suspension
gurus at Hotchkis Performance to
get the skinny on alignment and
what the best settings are for a
stock, street performance, and
road-race car.

car was pulling to the left. Come
to find out the left side of the car
had less negative camber, but
after getting it back to spec the
car was ready for the next event.

A Few Definitions Caster angle is
basically the angle of an
imaginary line that runs through
the center of the upper ball joint
to the center of the lower ball
joint. The car will always be set
with positive caster as it improves
high speed stability, helps the car
track straight, and improves the
tires' contact patch during a turn
by complimenting the camber
setting. Too much positive caster
will slow steering response and
make the car hard to turn.

ENGLISHTOWN DRAG
STRIP CLOSING
Story& Photo by Zach Martin (hotrod.com)

While we were there, Aaron
Ogawa, the chief engineer at
Hotchkis, also showed us how to
read tire temps to diagnose
alignment and tire pressure
issues.
We used a '69 Camaro owned by
Drew Oliver, who works at
Hotchkis and beats the F-body
up on autocross courses on a
regular basis. The car was pulling
to the left instead of tracking
straight, one sure sign the
alignment was askew. It's not a
bad idea to check the front-end
alignment often if you do frequent
open track or autocross events,
as these harsh environments can
cause the setting to change.
While the car was up on the rack,
Corey Bedortha walked through a
few checks to determine why the

Oversteer
Oversteer is when the back end
of the car breaks loose and slides
toward the outside of a turn.
Understeer
Understeer is when the front end
of the car breaks loose and slides
or pushes toward the outside of a
turn.

On January 16, the Old Bridge
Township Raceway Park in
Englishtown New Jersey (known
among racers affectionately as
simply “E- Town”) told the NHRA
that they will not be hosting any
more drag racing events at the
venue. Sadly, this included the
49th
annual
NHRA
Summernationals in June. This is
not, however, a complete closure
of the venue. The Napoliello
family, owners of the track, have
decided
to
shift
business
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operations in a different direction
that will no longer allow the drag
strip to be used.

“NHRA drag racing events have
been held at the track in
Englishtown for almost 50 years,”
said NHRA president, Glen
Cromwell. “The Summernationals
have played an important part in
our heritage and we hope that
fans in the area will try to make it
to another one of our events. Our
focus remains on making the
NHRA Mello Yello Drag Racing
Series a memorable experience
for our fans, racers, sponsors,
partners, and tracks.”

The 308-acre farm tucked away
in the Madison Township, N.J.
has been holding drag racing
events since the late ‘‘60s, and
has been growing ever since.
The now 500-plus acre facility is
home to kart racing, road racing,
drifting, motocross, and ATV
racing. All of these other
functions,
along
with
the
Englishtown Swap Meet and
Auto Show will continue business
as usual, while the quarter-mile
drag strip will be repurposed.

with
a
rather
dilapidated
International Scout that he wants
to transform into the Ultra4 rig.
The goal: compete at King of the
Hammers which is one of the
most grueling one-day off-road
races on the planet. Not only
that, but the truck has to have a
license plate and be driven on
the street.

AARON KAUFMAN
RETURNS AS HIS OWN
BOSS, WITH HIS OWN
SHOW!

To see all the action, check out
Shifting Gears with Aaron
Kaufman on Discovery, March 5
at 10pm ET/PT.

Story by Zach Martin (hotrod.com)

On March 5 at 10pm ET/PT on
Discovery, Aaron Kaufman will
return to living rooms across the
nation at the helm of his new
show: Shifting Gears with Aaron
Kaufman. Last year Aaron
opened his new shop in Dallas
Texas, Arclight Fabrication. Here,
Aaron and his hand-picked team
will focus heavily on the quality of
their vehicles and get out of their
comfort zone by taking on
projects that they wouldn’t
normally tackle. Aside from the
show, the business end of the
shop is manufacturing Ford F100 parts, a market that hasn’t
been tapped into to the extent of
C-10s and the like.
This first season of the show is
all about putting their builds in the
harshest conditions to see how
well they stand up to the
challenge. The premier has
Aaron showing up to the shop

MCACN 2017: 1968
CHEVELLE MALIBU
Story& Photo by Drew Hardin (hotrod.com)

Robert Schumacher was just 17
when his father invited him to join
the family landscaping business.
To
sweeten
the
deal,
Schumacher the elder offered to
replace Robert’s 1957 Chevy
four-door hardtop with a new car.
Robert had been considering
selling the Chevy anyway, as its
power brakes had become less
than reliable. So, Robert and his
father went to Ted Lauck
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Chevrolet
in
West
Bend,
Wisconsin, and ordered this
Tropical Turquoise Malibu. He
picked it up on June 8, 1968 (an
easy date to remember, 6/8/68).

Robert didn’t spec a firebreathing street/strip car. This
was a more modest driver, with a
250hp 327, three-speed manual
on the floor, and bench seat.
Power brakes were not on the
order. As delivered, the Malibu
came with wire basket wheel
covers, but Robert’s father
thought
steel
wheels
and
hubcaps would look better, so
they were swapped at the
dealership.
For the next four years Robert
drove the car, but sparingly,
racking up some 18,000 miles.
He took meticulous care of the
Chevy and kept every piece of
paper related to the car, even the
canceled
check
from
the
dealership.

The Malibu has always had a
particular quirk: You cannot open
or close the hood without giving it
a little push to the right. Robert

considered fixing it, but ultimately
declined,
concerned
about
altering the car from its original
condition.

date-coded to match the spare in
the trunk—it was awarded a Time
Capsule certificate, the top award
given by Shauger’s team.

And we do mean original. Robert
parked the Malibu in 1972, and
between
June
1968
and
November 2017, the only items
replaced on the car were the oil
filter, tires, and gas in the tank.
Robert started the car once a
year to make sure it still ran—a
duty his son Scott now performs.
Scott buffed out the paint five
years ago. Scott maintains the
paint’s shine using Wizards car
care products, but otherwise the
Chevy has remained untouched
(well, except for the two hours
Scott spent getting tiny pebbles
out of the tire treads before the
show.)

We asked Robert how he stored
the car, assuming it was kept in a
climate-controlled garage during
the cold Wisconsin winters.
Nope. It has lived in a dirt-floor
aluminum pole barn since 1972.
“It breathes with the outside air
and helps preserve the car,” he
says of the shed.
At MCACN, Robert and his sons
set up the Malibu adjacent to the
Vintage Certification area. When
certification chief Steve Shauger
saw the car, he knew it had to go
through the evaluation process.
After the team pored over the
car—and Robert came up with
two of the Malibu’s original tires,

1961 FORD STARLINER –
GONE WITH THE 150-MPH
WIND
Story by Jerry Heasley (hotrod.com)

A Slippery Starliner
“I don’t know where the fourbarrel went, but I did get the fourspeed manual transmission with
the car.”
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Luke Souther was way ahead of
me. He had already mentioned
how a set of three two-barrel
Holley carburetors came “in the
trunk.” The dealer replaced the
factory four-barrel carburetor with
this three-deuce setup.
Whether or not the Holley’s
actually came in the trunk or over
the counter is a moot point. The
factory tuned the 390 with this
specific set of three Holley’s,
supplied the gross horsepower
rating of 401 (compared to 375
for the 390-four-barrel High
Performance), and delegated the
installation to the dealer.

bought two ’61 Starliner to get
the one he wanted. One car was
this 390 Hi-Po and the other was
a “regular 352 car.”

remembers hot weather and
Atlanta.) Fred Lorenzen won that
500-mile contest in a ’62 Ford
Galaxie.

The Hi-Po is the car Luke really
wanted. He had to rely on wordof-mouth
provenance
to
determine the original engine
because Ford did not assign the
different 390s unique codes until
1962. He says, “A Z code in the
serial number is a 390. Now, that
could be a 390 Hi-Po or a regular
390.”

In a way, Luke’s ’61 Starliner had
a dog in that fight in the form of a
Starliner roof. When the ’62
Fords arrived, the aerodynamic
darling of the speedways, the
Starliner,
was
gone,
unfortunately. The restyled ’62
full-size Fords featured a box top,
also all the rage on the ’62
Thunderbird. However, ’62 Fords
could slip through a 150-mph
wind with less resistance with a
fastback-style roofline.

His find came with “everything,”
meaning the three twos as well
as a four-speed. Joined to a set
of 4.11 gears and an Equa-Lock
differential in a Ford 9-inch rearend, a four-speed transmission
made good, common sense to
drag-race this black ’61 Starliner.

Luke traced the lineage of this
’61 Ford back to Glenn Scherrill
of Sparta, Tennessee. “I have
this faded picture of him drag
racing the car in Crossville,
Tennessee,” Luke said very
enthusiastically.

Ford did not offer a four-speed
from the factory until the ’62
model year. The year before, the
performance driver had to go to
his local dealership and order a
BorgWarner T10. I tried to track
down the original owner, who
would be in his late 80s or early
90s today, with no luck. I’m sure
he could have told us some great
stories of drag-racing the big
Ford.

He bought this black hardtop with
yellow and black seats six years
ago from the second owner. The
car had been hidden in a lean-to
for 16 years. Luke actually

Much younger but still driving age
in those days, Luke, a good ol’
boy from Cleveland, Tennessee,
remembers
the
early ’60s
extremely well. His first hot rod
was a ’62 Ford “box top.” He
says, “I had a ’62 406 with three
two-barrels.” Ford’s sales plan to
“race on Sunday, sell on
Monday” apparently worked with
Luke. He remembers those
halcyon days attending NASCAR
races, including one in Atlanta,
apparently the Grand National
race on June 10, 1962. (Luke

Ford’s racing solution was the
infamous Starlift top, essentially a
roofline borrowed from the ’61
Starliner and grafted onto a ’62
Ford,
appearing
in
either
convertible or hardtop. NASCAR
let Lorenzen run this novel and
strange-looking top at the 1962
Atlanta 500. He won, to the
delight of Ford fans such as
Luke.
The problem was the Starlift top
wasn’t really a production item.
Ford did build 11 of them,
enthusiasts say, to market on an
over-the-counter basis. Officials
finally ruled this strange top
illegal. The real aero fix came
when Ford introduced the
Galaxie fastback in the middle of
the ’63 model year.
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Today, enthusiasts like Luke love
to sing the praises of the ’60 and
’61 Starliner, featuring the sloping
rear roofline and fitted with three
stars for good looks. Stars fit the
galaxy theme well, taken directly
from the space race that ensued
after Russia launched Sputnik 1
into orbit in 1957. America
entered the Space Race, and
Ford launched its new Galaxie
model in 1959.

Fitted with Y-block V-8s, firstyear Galaxies were not likely to
put a driver into orbit. But the
Starliner in 1960 inspired Ford to
produce a 10.6:1, premiumburning, solid-lifter, 360hp 352
featuring a 550-cfm Holley fourbarrel on top of an aluminum
intake manifold. Ford added an
impressive set of cast-iron, lowrestriction exhaust manifolds
dumping into 2¼-inch head pipes
and low restriction mufflers.
“He would rather cruise to the
tapping of the solid lifters and
drift back in time to the good
old days”
The big news for 1961 was a HiPo 390. The base 390-four-barrel
pumped out 300 horses. The
high-performance 390 was the
375-horse tune with solid lifters
and a single four-barrel.
Ford added the 401-horse 390 in
December 1960, 45 days in
advance
of
the
NHRA

Winternationals in Pomona. Ford
waited as late as possible (any
later and the three-deuce 390
would not be legal) in order to
surprise
the
competition.
However, Pontiac, Dodge, and
Plymouth pulled this same trick.
Luke enjoys showing his 401hp
390 and winning trophies. The
Raven Black paint highlights the
black and yellow bench seats.
Options, aside from performance
items, are scarce–no powerrobbing air conditioning, of
course. Ditto for power steering
and power brakes.
Luke is able to listen to an AM
radio, but most of the time he
would rather cruise to the tapping
of the solid lifters and drift back in
time to the good old days of the
early ’60s. Performance was as
close as the dealer’s parts
department, and the cars on the
NASCAR circuit looked virtually
identical to the full-size American
cars on the street.

RUMBLER HUMOR
Story & Pictures sent by Craig Gaier
(James Valley Street Machines)

Here are 5 rules for men to
follow for a happy life that
Russell J. Larsen had
inscribed on his headstone
in Logan, Utah.
He died not knowing that he
would someday win the
“COOLEST HEADSTONE
CONTEST”!

But alas, those days are “Gone
With the 150-mph Wind.”
A COWBOY TOMBSTONE
1. It’s important to have a
woman who helps at
home, cooks from time to
time, cleans up, and has
a job.
2. It’s important to have a
woman who can make
you laugh.
3. It’s important to have a
woman who you can
trust, and doesn’t lie to
you.
4. It’s important to have a
woman who is good in
bed, and likes to be with
you.
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power, but this car took things to
the next level in a big way.

5. It is very, very
important that these
four women do not
know each other or
you could end up
dead like me.

LEAVE IT TO MOTION
PERFORMANCE TO PACK
454 INCHES OF PAVEMENT
POUNDING POWER IN A
1974 CHEVROLET VEGA!
Story& Photo by Drew Hardin (hotrod.com)

“The title sounds like bunk, you
say? Well, what would you call a
street Vega with a 454-cubic-inch
big-block, Aunt Mary? That
certainly might be foolhardy,
especially behind the wheel;
you’d have to whisper because, if
the Vega heard, it might get mad
and snap your neck at the next
traffic light.”

The size of the big-block, for
instance, meant cutting the
firewall around the bellhousing
and precluded using standard
side engine mounts. Instead,
Rosen put in “a saddle-type front
engine mount reminiscent of the
’62 and earlier Corvettes,” wrote
McGonegal in the Jan. 1974 CC.
“The back half of the engine, and
the transmission, are supported
by a standard V-8 Vega tubular
crossmember, repositioned about
an inch farther to the rear.”

With that evocative paragraph,
Car
Craft
magazine’s
Ro
McGonegal
introduced
CC
readers to a remarkable piece of
1970’s engineering: a Vega GT
with a big-block transplant
courtesy of Joel Rosen and the
crew at Motion Performance on
Long Island.

Apparently, this prototype was
put together quickly to meet the
magazine’s deadlines, so Rosen
had to use “parts in closest
proximity” to finish the job. That’s
why the 454 was backed by a
BorgWarner four-speed with a
2.64:1 First gear when Rosen
believed “probably the best
transmission for this car would be
a Turbo 400.”

The Motion team was already
converting Vegas to Chevy 350

“Considering the brutal low-end
torque of the solid-cam 454, the
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light weight of the car [about
3,100 pounds] and the limiting
factor of even the largest street
tires, the manual trans could be
considered
overkill,”
said
McGonegal. “Despite a totally
untuned but otherwise ‘fresh’
engine, throttle response with the
low gear, close-ratio transmission
and 4.56:1 rear was devastating
to the psyche. The car can be
accelerated smoothly from rest in
every gear but high, and full
pedal shifts tend to break the
tires lose all the way through high
gear.”

He was shredding N50-15
Goodyear’s
mounted
to
a
narrowed 12-bolt rear that was
located by Vega coil springs, HiJacker air shocks, and Motion
traction devices that replaced the
stock upper and lower control
arms. It takes a tire that big to
make the F70-14 front tires look
skinny. Rosen replaced the
Vega’s front coils with springs
from “his own private stock” with
thicker wire diameter, and
damped
them
with
Koni
adjustable shocks.
Despite the engine’s bulk, Rosen
was able to retain the stock
steering linkage. Not so the
radiator, which was replaced by a
custom
core
Motion
had
fabricated. Despite the purposebuilt cooler and big Flex-a-lite
fan, “the Rat motor has a
tendency to spill water after 30
minutes of hot-weather stoplight
traffic,” McGonegal pointed out.

“This is probably due to lack of
free air movement around the
engine compartment and not an
inadequate
cooling
system.”
Venting the inner fender panels
would help, he said, as would
cutting
open
the
Motion
fiberglass hood.
Since the Vega had just been
assembled, McGonegal opted
not to put it to any timed
acceleration tests. “With slicks
and traction, it should be capable
of at least high 11-second trips.”

RARE BEE – 1971 DODGE
CHARGER SUPER BEE
Story& Photo by Terry Shea (hemmings.com)

One of just 22 made in 1971,
this Hemi Super Bee remains
in the same family after
countless races on the strip
and the street.

McGonegal admitted “an allpurpose car the Motion 454 Vega
is not.” But, he added, “as a
boulevard
cruiser,
stoplight
bandit, and ‘basic’ to-and-fromwork transporter, Kong has it
made. I mean, who’s going to
mess with it?”

Mike Boswell remembers reading
a Motor Trend article on the 1971
Charger lineup. All-new for that
year, Charger wholeheartedly
embraced Chrysler's "fuselage"
design language for '71. While
some remained enamored with
the classic Coke bottle looks of
the 1968-to-'70 model years,
Mike loved the slick lines of the
newer car.
Though he was just 11 at the
time--and far from being in the
market for a muscle car--Mike
had an older brother, Rich, who
was most definitely in the market.
Rich had owned other hot cars,
including a Challenger T/A and a
Dart Swinger 340. Rich, however,
had been seriously injured a few
years earlier while on leave from
Vietnam when a tire blew in his
440-powered Coronet R/T. The
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accident left Rich in a wheelchair
and without the use of his legs at
age 19. But that didn't stop him
from
indulging
his
Mopar
fascination, as he had the
Swinger equipped with hand
controls that allowed him to drive
it.
During a five-day stay in the V.A.
hospital in Wilmington, Delaware,
Rich passed the time flipping
through magazines, stopping to
read details about the '71
Charger--perhaps it was the
same issue Mike read. Rich
made up his mind, then and
there, to get a Hemi-Powered
Charger.
With his mother and younger
brother tagging along, Rich went
to Kirkwood Dodge, his local
dealer
in Wilmington,
and
ordered a Charger Super Bee a
week later. With Dodge dropping
all two-door models from the
Coronet lineup for '71, the Super
Bee moved to the Charger
platform in what would be the
Bee's last appearance until 2007.
Still a budget muscle car with a
bench seat as the base interior
option, Super Bee was the least
expensive way to get a HemiPowered Dodge in 1971. The
only other way to get a Hemi
Charger in '71 was on the more
luxury-oriented,
bucket-seatequipped R/T model, and bucket
seats just were not in the cards
for Rich and his wheelchair,
particularly as he had perfected
the technique of climbing in
through the passenger side.

Rich ordered it with the Torque
Flite three-speed automatic and
Super Track Pak, which included
the 9¾-inch Dana rear axle with
the 4.10:1 gear ratio. Being the
stripped-down, budget super car,
the Super Bee also came
standard
sans
radio
or
tachometer. Years later, Mike
would learn that Rich's car was
one of just 22 Hemi-equipped
Super Bees built by the factory in
1971, and likely one of the last
few, given its June build date. For
1971, the final year of the 426
Hemi, Chrysler also began
publishing
net
horsepower
figures along with the traditional
gross numbers used by the
industry for years. That 425 gross
hp rating translated to 350 nets,
and the torque rating from 490lb.ft. to 390-lb.ft.
When the car arrived a few
weeks later, Rich had the dealer
install a set of Kropke hand
controls,
which
essentially
extended the accelerator and
brake pedals to a steeringcolumn-mounted bar (push to go,
pull to stop), but kept the pedals
in place for any able-bodied
person to drive the car in a
conventional manner if needed.

Now, lest you think that Rich got
a Hemi car so he could drive
down the street and impress
people with those "426 Hemi"
badges on the side of the hood or
with the aggressive Ramchargers
intake open, think again. After a
very careful, 1,000-mile break-in
period (How many Hemi buyers
did that?) and demonstrating to
track officials at Cecil County
Dragways his ability drive and
stop the car, Rich started
attacking the quarter-mile in his
Super Bee.
And it was no exhibition. Running
with the stock Goodyear Polyglas
tires and just about everything
else as delivered from the
factory, Rich soon mastered his
Hemi, consistently running into
the low 13s. "He actually got a
good feel for it," recalls Mike,
"because I think the hand was
actually a little better than the
foot for feeling tire spin. In 1971,
he won 10 of the races in D
Strictly Stock, and he won the
Maryland State Championship. It
was pretty neat. We would drive
the car there, and he would race
and we would load him up. It was
a lot of fun for a kid like me, who
just loved it." At times, a third
brother, Kurt, born smack dab in
the middle between Rich and
Mike, would drive, particularly
when the heat of summer would
get too warm for Rich.
Fortunately for Rich, he could
enjoy the Hemi on the street.
Unfortunately for Rich, the
Newark,
Delaware,
police
department had a less than
welcoming attitude toward street
racing and had Rich's and a
Chevelle LS6-driving friend's
licenses suspended for a month.
The canceled check for the fine
remains in the car's documents
folder.
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The Super Bee also served
yeoman duty for other Boswell
family activities. "My brother was
also our baseball coach," says
Mike, "so when we would win a
game, he would stick the whole
team in the Hemi and would take
us to get ice cream, which was
really cool, being kids and all
that." Score another win for the
bench seat option.
Rich soon got married, and the
Super Bee sat for a few years in
the garage. He even tried selling
it for just $1,700 when he needed
to pay some taxes, but in gascrisis-addled 1970s America, he
got no takers. Fast forward to
1981, when Rich, tiring of the
Northeast winters, decided to
move to Florida, and sold the car
to Mike.

As the Super Bee had been
sitting a long time, Mike and his
friend Bob Newlin tore the 426
down. With everything checking
out beautifully, the engine
required no machining and the
duo simply honed the cylinders
and fitted new rings before
putting it back together. They
also installed a bit of an extreme
cam that Bob warned was too
much for the car. Being in his
early 20s, Mike didn't much care,
but with slicks and headers on
board, the Hemi really began to
pick up speed. "I remember the
first pass that I made in it was a
very scary thing," says Mike.
"When I pushed that throttle
down, and the thing came to life
with them big loud headers and

slicks. It was definitely time to
clean the old shorts out."
After getting into the mid-12s at
first, Mike was gunning for more.
After some "tweaking and
tuning," Mike recalled Bob's take
on the cam: "It isn't going to'
make any power until you get it
up around 7,000 or 7,500 RPM."
With those high revs in mind,
Mike let it all out during one of his
final runs with headers, slicks
and that cam installed. "Towards
the end of its career, the headers
were starting to rust out, so I
brazed them up one more time,
and I told the boys, 'We're going
to go down there and just let it
eat.' I brought it off the line hard,
and I ran second gear to 7,800
RPM and when it hit about 7,500,
it felt like the back of the seat
was going to break off. It was
pulling so hard, it went to 900
feet and shut completely off
because it was out of gas. I only
had, like, a Carter fuel pump in it.
And it still ran 11.55."
Still, with tags on the car--along
with the aging headers and
slicks, Mike continued to street
race with the Super Bee. "It was
a killer," he says. We don't doubt
it. But, as the slicks wore out and
the headers had nothing left to
braze back together, Mike
returned the car to stock, going
so far as to track down a set of
original Polyglas tires for it. The
stock cam, of course, made for a
more streetable and stable idle.
Mike had more than his share of
"crazy" fun with the car--on and
off the track. "When Cecil County
opened up their Friday Night
Grudge Night to get people off
the street," Mike recalls, "they
said, 'Rules: No Rules.' We took
the car down and all of my
friends were there, and they
wanted to ride in the car. So, I

put six people in the car and it
went a 12.56 with six people in it.
I barely got it stopped at the other
end. I almost went into the woods
with it."
Despite putting the car back to
stock, Mike still wasn't done
racing the Super Bee. In the mid1990s, he began racing in a
NMCA Top Stock F class,
"fighting it out with Torino’s and
Buick Stage 1 cars. My friend,
Paull Macallister--who helped me
a lot with the car--and I learned
what we had to do to beat the
Buicks and the Torino 428 Cobra
Jets. It took a while, but it was
fun. Then it got to be where the
car was running 12.30s in bonestock trim with Polyglas tires.
"It was pretty neat. But we had
learned that we were starting to
get hate mail again about the car
being raced. We had fun for a
year or two, and then I just retired
the car from competition for the
last time. Every now and again, I
will take it down the track."
Today, the Super Bee remains
with just 19,000 miles showing on
the odometer, the numbersmatching drivetrain still installed
in the car and the original paint
still looking amazingly factory
fresh for a 44-year-old muscle
car that pounded countless hard
runs down the strip.

As our photo shoot wound down,
Mike offered us a drive in the
waning hours of the Delaware
daylight. Jumping into the B-body
probably felt like getting into any
other
bench
seat-equipped
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Mopar of the era. There was no
settling into a bucket seat. You
just lumped yourself right up
there on the spring-loaded perch
and grabbed the skinny, standard
three-spoke
steering
wheel
before turning the key.

hasn't yet cleared 20,000 total
miles. Remarkably, the steering
feels rather tight. It's still sort of
vague, but hardly sloppy like
many of the cars we get into.
Even the bias-play tires don't
seem to bother us at all.

Oh, right, the key. Lightning off
any big-block muscle car with a
pair of thirsty carburetors lined up
just under the hood is a visceral
experience. The big Hemi fires to
life on the first turn of the key and
a little stab of the gas pedal.
Amazingly, with its stock cam
and excellent tuning, along with
the replacement carbs, it almost
instantly idles with little fanfare
and, most surprisingly, little
noise. It is the antithesis of the
angry Hemi, barely streetable,
gasping for air with every
opening of every valve and every
movement of every piston. It is
clearly well tuned and, in a word,
docile.

Finally, with the car warm, Mike
lets us loose, but warns us not to
bring it to a complete stop, lest
we overwhelm the tires on a
cooling road surface at dusk.
From about five to 10 MPH, I just
hammer the throttle and the car
accelerates briskly, the small of
the back telling the story of the
oceans of torque, the tires
chirping hard into second gear
and the sound a far cry from the
docile
nature
we
first
experienced.
Several
blocks
away, my colleague Matt Litwin
can hear the Hemi let loose. It is
everything you expect a Hemi car
to be, but proves itself entirely
livable. Perhaps Rich's proper,
restrictive break-in period is still
paying dividends.

We take to the streets of the
suburban
areas
around
Wilmington, mostly lumbering
along, as the elephant motor
warms up. Mike warns that the
thing "is so loaded up" because it
hasn't been run hard up through
the revs in quite some time. Later
he laments, "I can't believe it
ran." We notice nothing untoward
about the Super Bee. The engine
moves along freely, the Torque
Flite transmission seems really
dialed in, certainly about town,
with positive gear changes up
and down the rev range.
Old muscle cars are supposed to
have sloppy steering. Old muscle
cars that were raced hard over
and over and over again during
the course of three different
decades should have completely
shot steering by now. Then
again, that racing was all in a
straight line, and this Super Bee

With his brother having moved to
Florida, Mike removed the hand
controls not long after he bought
the car, tiring of banging his
knees on them every time he got
in the Super Bee. And though, in
theory, he'd have preferred a
four-speed car, he doesn't regret
the way the car came into his
family. "I would say that the
column shift is my biggest pet
peeve on the car," says Mike,
"but, then again, I loved it
because that's how my brother
got to drive it with the hand
controls. I actually think the hand
controls helped him in Strictly
Stock." Despite Rich's extremely
unfortunate setback in the
Coronet, the specially equipped
Hemi Super Bee gave him an
opportunity to get back in the
game, and his little brother ample
opportunity to make his own

mark on the drag strip and the
street.

Owner's View
I love the Air Grabber hood
scoop. When I used to race on
the street, I would pull up next to
somebody and I would just flip
that switch and that Ramchargers
hood would come up, and they
would look over and just give you
that 'Oh, s--t!' look. I always liked
that about the car.
When I first got the car, it was
like a race car with the headers
and the slicks and everything,
and when you would floor that
thing and it would take off, it just
made the wildest roaring noise.
People at the track would say, 'I
can tell when it's you. That thing
just roars!' I kind of hated to put it
back to original because I loved it
all stupid and loud.
I always thought that car just had
a neat look to it. It was so great
that you could go out on a date
and you didn't even need to get
the girl in the back seat. With the
big bench seat up front, you were
good to go.
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I liked the colors, the badges--I
just really love the car. --Mike
Boswell.

MUSCLE CARS YOU
SHOULD KNOW:
BUICK’S ’87 REGAL GNX
Story& Photo by Gordon McDonald
(streetmusclemag.com)

Lighter and featuring a slipperier,
more
angle
design,
the
redesigned 1981 Buick Regal
surpassed the preceding eight
years of Regals in nearly every
facet. So much so, that the
newcomer to the NASCAR racing
circuit was being dominated by
the new Buick. The automaker
had not won a NASCAR race
since the fifties, but rule changes
and aerodynamic considerations
paved the way for the Regal’s
dominance.

At the 1981 Daytona 500, 15 of
42 cars competing were Regals.
Richard Petty won the race in his

STP-sponsored #43 Buick Regal.
That same year, Darryl Waltrip
won 12 of the season’s 32 races
to take the driver’s championship
in the Winston Cup Grand
National series, while Bobby
Allison came in second, also in a
Regal. Overall, Buick Regals won
22 of the 32 Grand National
races that year.
To
capitalize
on
these
successes, Buick introduced a
limited-edition
Regal
“Grand
National” model for the 1982
model year. The old saying, “Win
on Sunday, sell on Monday” was
still very much at work and these
first examples of a waking legend
– while among the rarest – were
rather haphazard in production.
Cars were pulled from the
production line whether equipped
as Regal Coupes, Regal Sport
Coupes
or
Regal
Limited
Coupes, just so long as they
were charcoal gray and featured
T-tops. Shipped out to a
subcontractor for completion, the
first Grand Nationals arrived in
dealer showrooms with blackedout wheel opening and rocker
panel moldings and a front air
dam and rear spoiler. A two-tone
paint job – silver (“Gray Fire
mist”) on the top with a charcoal
lower body featured a red
pinstripe running between the
hues. The 3.8L V6 turbocharged
engine that would later make the
Grand National famous was
absent this first year (save for a
purported handful), rather buyers
found a 125 hp 4.1-liter V6 under
the hood. Just over two hundred
1982 Regal Grand Nationals
were built. Buick’s competitive
dominance continued through
1982, but for reasons unknown,
there would be no 1983 model
year Regal Grand National. The
turbocharged 3.8-liter V6 engine,
though, would continue to be
developed and delivered in the

newly coined Regal “T-Type”
model, which replaced the Sport
Coupe. When the Grand National
resumed production in 1984, it
was with that same engine, now
rated at 200hp at 4000rpm and
300 ft-lb of torque at 2400rpm. A
new sequential fuel injection
system
and
15psi
of
electronically-limited
boost
pressed
out
the
extra
performance from the 3.8-liter
engine.

Regular Regal Grand Nationals were both
powerful and drivable. By itself, the 1987
Grand National is stately, but when
parked beside a GNX it looks rather
pedestrian.

The option WE2 Grand National
package came with a 3.42:1
Posi-Traction-equipped rear axle
and the now-familiar blackout
exterior package. This paint
scheme would forever define the
Regal
Grand
National’s
appearance,
which
included
standard black paint, black
bumpers, rub strips and guards,
a black front air dam, deck lid
spoiler, aluminum wheels with
black paint, special front and rear
seats with a stylized “6”
embroidered on the front seats
and Grand National identification
on the exterior and instrument
panel. While production for the
1984 car blossomed to 2000
units, it was still a limited edition
and carried through the 1985
model year with little change. The
following
year
would
see
significant changes as the 1986
Regal Grand National arrived
with 235hp at 4000rpm and 330
ft-lb of torque at 2400 rpm. The
addition
of
an
air-to-air
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intercooler, along with intake
manifold and exhaust system
changes were largely responsible
for the heightened credentials.
Demand for the car skyrocketed
and over 5,500 of the hot coupes
found new homes that year.

The GNX's interior did benefit from
upgraded gauges, as well as this
serialized badge on the dash cover.

For reasons not completely
understood, the 1987 model was
scheduled to be the last year for
the Regal and to send the Buick
off properly, the final model was
planned to be a special one.
Additional
engine
tweaks
increased output to 245hp and
355 lb-ft of torque, while those
enthusiasts already working with
the existing 3.8L turbos knew
much more power was well
hidden. Production was ramped
up and over twenty thousand
Regal Grand Nationals would be
sold. The big news, though, was
a new limited-edition model – the
GNX.

To build the GNX model, regular
Regal Grand Nationals were
shipped to ASC/McLaren for
modifications,
which
were
extensive. The standard GN
turbocharger was replaced by a
so-called hybrid Garrett T-s turbo
which featured a ceramic turbine
wheel. The significantly lighter
weight of the ceramic component
allowed much faster spin-up,
which in turn acted to reduce
turbo lag – the dreaded dead
time between when you put your
foot down and when the engine
responded.
Boost
remained
limited
to
15psi
by
an
electronically-controlled
wastegate. Additional changes
included
a
new
air-to-air
intercooler and a ceramic-coated
pipe connecting the intercooler to
the engine. These changes
imparted a rather new personality
with conservatively-rated 276hp
at 4400rpm and 380 ft-lb of
torque
at
3000rpm.
The
additional power, by itself, was
cause for additional driveline
upgrades.
The
Turbo
Hydromantic 200-4R automatic
transmission received a special
torque
converter
and
reprogramming for firmer shifts.
The rear axle was strengthened
with a new aluminum rear axle
cover and more firmly supported
by both a longitudinal torque arm
and a pan hard rod.

New body and chassis stiffening
measures were put in place and,
for the first time ever a Regal
rode on 16-inch wheels from the
factory. The rear wheels were
wider than those up front and
were matched with P245/50VR16
tires in front and P255/50VR16
tires out back. New fender flares
were needed to accommodate
the wider rolling stock. Front
fender vents had also been
added to help keep things cool
under the hood.
With its all-black livery and nearly
total absence of badging, the
GNX was an understated street
terror. Those who didn’t know
about it probably never found out,
unless they were foolish enough
to challenge Buick’s latest rocket
of the day. Out of the box, an
unmolested GNX would run the
0-60 in 4.6 seconds and quarter
mile in 13.43 seconds at 103
mph, comparable, if not superior
to the muscle cars of Detroit’s
heyday.

The GNX option was not available with Ttops. The resulting loss of body rigidity
was felt to be too great for the increased
power, compared to a regular Regal
Grand National.

A special ceramic turbine wheel was used
in the GNX's turbocharger. Service
replacement units did not have this
upgrade.

The 1987 GNX was only available with an
automatic transmission. With almost 400
ft-lb of torque, the car needed a custom
torque converter as it was.

Just shy of 550 GNX’s were built
and they enjoyed a brief period
as the fastest car that GM built,
much to the chagrin of Corvette.
These days, GNX Buicks can be
seen at auction ranging in price
from $30,000 to $75,000. In the
collector car world, this is
probably out of line with the
intrinsic and historical value of
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the special edition car. Perhaps
there are still a few bargains
waiting to be found by the astute
enthusiast.
Nonetheless, the ’87 Buick GNX
is unique on a far larger scale, in
that traditionalists claim the GNX
as the last hurrah of classic oldfashioned muscle while latemodel enthusiasts have adopted
the Buick as the grandfather of
modern muscle. Either way, the
’87 GNX, and the indelible impact
that the machine made during the
performance lull of the 1980s is
profound; so much so, that as
Buick brings the Regal back to
North America this year, there is
a long line of enthusiasts hoping
that history can repeat itself. Until
that time, the ’87 Buick GNX –
alongside the ’70 Buick GSX –
will remain as the prime example
of GM’s personal luxury brand’s
muscle car authenticity.

instrument panel and a spaceage polymer coated the rear
wheels to provide traction.

GM ONCE OFFERED
“LIQUID TIRE CHAINS” TO
ENHANCE WINTER
DRIVING PERFORMANCE
Story& Photo by Sean Szymkowski
(motorauthority.com)

Tire chains can be a driver's best
friend when it comes to handling
snowy and icy conditions, but
decades ago, General Motors
offered something quite novel—
even if we don't know if it actually
worked as intended.
What GM called "liquid tire
chains" was an option across the
entire 1969 Chevrolet lineup of
cars, save for the El Camino and
station wagons.
Hagerty discovered the unique
option of yore and published the
corresponding
video,
which
details many other creatures
comforts available with the 1969
Chevrolet Caprice. As the ad told
consumers, the Caprice could
apply liquid tire chains to the rear
wheels "so it won't keep sitting
there" in snowy weather. Drivers
simply pressed a button on the

It's unclear just how effective this
was, but probably not well,
judging by the take rate.
Chevrolet only sold about 2,600
cars equipped with the option
and it was quickly discontinued
after the 1969 model year. Still,
it's a pretty neat idea. It also goes
to
show
how
awful
tire
technology was almost 50 years
ago.
Although the liquid tire chains
weren't long for this world, plenty
of other options found on the
1969 Caprice still exist today. A
rear-window defogger, engine
block heater, and headlight
washers are still common—if not
standard—among
today's
modern cars.
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the standard 2.5L four-cylinder
engine in the Colorado, which is
rated at 191 lb-ft of torque, or 76
lb-ft per liter — a 480 percent
increase over the 1918 engine.

GREAT MOMENTS IN
CHEVY TRUCKS TORQUE
HISTORY

At the far end of the spectrum is
the
contemporary
Silverado
3500HD one-ton truck, with the
available Duramax 6.6L turbodiesel V-8. Its 910 lb-ft of torque
equates to an incredible 138 lb-ft
per liter, for great trailering
confidence even on tough
grades.

Story& Photo by (chevrolet.com)

“Technological advances such as
direct injection and turbocharging
help contemporary Chevy Truck
engines deliver more torque per
liter of displacement than ever,”
says Nicholson. “That means
customers can do more and haul
more than ever.”

Landmark engines,
advanced technology drive
100 years of capability
Torque
is
power.
More
specifically, it’s the twisting force
an engine generates, and for 100
years Chevy Trucks have offered
the torque that customers of 85
million trucks have relied on for
hauling cargo and pulling trailers,
on and off the clock.
“Chevrolet Trucks have pulled
their weight for a century,” said
Dan Nicholson, vice president,
Global
Propulsion
Systems.
“Nobody
does
torque
like
Chevrolet and generations have
counted on our trucks to get the
job done confidently.”
Chevy Trucks have come a long
way from the original 1918 OneTon model, which featured a 2.8L
four-cylinder engine with an
estimated 45 lb-ft of torque. Its
closest contemporary engine is

The increase in Chevy Truck
capability has been driven over
the decades by the enduring
performance of several landmark
engine families sharing an
elegant,
overhead-valve
architecture that contributes to
signature
low-rpm
torque
production, reduced complexity
and compact packaging.
As the brand celebrate 100 years
of trucks, here’s an overview of
the most significant milestones in
Chevrolet torque.

1929: The First “Stove bolt”
Six
Introduced in 1929, Chevrolet’s
first overhead-valve inline-six
engine brought big torque to the
masses. Displacing 194 cubic
inches (3.2L), its all-new design
helped generate strong torque at
low rpm: approximately 120 lb-ft
at only 800 rpm. That allowed
Chevrolet to increase its worktruck load rating from 1 ton to 1.5

tons. The Stove bolt nickname
was based on external fasteners
that resembled the bolts on
wood-burning stoves, but it
quickly became synonymous with
the engine’s durability. Several
generations
of
Chevrolet’s
overhead-valve
straight-six
engine were developed from the
original design and served in
Chevy Trucks through the late
1980s.

1955: The First Small Block
V-8
Chevrolet
introduced
its
revolutionary overhead-valve V-8
engine, later to be dubbed the
Small Block, in the 1955 “second
series” truck lineup. That original
265-cubic-inch (4.3L) engine
produced 238 lb-ft of torque at
only 2,000 rpm and evolved into
one of the industry’s most
enduring engine architectures.
About a decade after the Small
Block was introduced, Chevy’s
Big Block engine family — also
an overhead-valve design —
debuted, elevating capability to
an unprecedented level for gaspowered trucks. The Small Block
is currently in its fifth generation
in 2018 Chevy Trucks, while the
original Small Block and Big
Block families live on as
performance crate engines.

1987: Technology Helps
Build Torque and Increase
Efficiency
Until the early ’70s, increased
displacement
and
higher
compression were easy ways to
build more horsepower and
torque. That changed with
industry
mandates
that
dramatically affected traditional
power-building
techniques.
Chevrolet
traded
high
compression for high technology,
developing
electronic
fuel
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injection that helped restore the
torque of previous years with
greater efficiency. Torque in the
Small Block engine returned to
300 lb-ft in 1987 and got another
10 percent increase a few years
later, with the 5.7L Vortec Small
Block. Today the available 6.2L
Small Block in the 2018 Silverado
1500 is rated at 460 lb-ft of
torque, thanks to technologies
including variable valve timing
and direct injection, giving it the
highest torque rating of any lightduty pickup V-8 engine.

countries and selling more than
4.0 million cars and trucks a year.
Chevrolet provides customers
with fuel-efficient vehicles that
feature engaging performance,
design that makes the heartbeat,
passive
and
active
safety
features
and
easy-to-use
technology, all at a value.

2001: The Modern Diesel
Era Begins with Duramax
Introduced in 2001 for Chevy’s
HD trucks, the Duramax 6.6L
turbo-diesel,
with
overhead
valves and 520 lb-ft of torque,
was an all-new design that
established a new era of
capability.
Technological
advances pushed its output
higher, and today the secondgeneration iteration available in
the 2018 Silverado HD lineup
offers 910 lb-ft of torque — a
stunning 75 percent leap in
torque from the same 6.6L
displacement as the original,
which re-set the performance bar
for HD trucks. Car and Driver
recorded 0-60 mph in 6.2
seconds in a Duramax-powered
Silverado, the quickest time it’s
tested for a HD truck, while
TFLTruck recorded a climb up
the
Eisenhower
grade
in
Colorado in 10:16.99 minutes.
That was about 12 seconds
faster than the nearest one-ton
competitor, with each pulling
22,800 pounds.

ABOUT CHEVROLET
Founded
Chevrolet
largest
business

in 1911 in Detroit,
is one of the world's
car
brands,
doing
in more than 100

WANT TO FEEL GOOD?
FORGET KISSING,
FOOTBALL AND DANCING
– GET A SPORTS CAR
Story& Photo by (ford.com)

High-octane activities ranked; driving a
sports car provides easy access to
essential “buzz moments”

Forget romance, fine dining or an
epic boxset binge – new
preliminary research reveals that
driving a sports car on a daily
basis is among the best ways to
boost your sense of wellbeing
and emotional fulfilment.
The study measured “buzz
moments” – peak thrills that play
a vital role in our overall wellness
– as volunteers cheered on their
favorite football team, watched a
gripping Game of Thrones

episode, enjoyed a passionate
kiss with a loved one or took an
intense salsa dancing class. Only
the occasional highs of riding a
roller coaster ranked higher than
the daily buzz of a commute in a
sports car.
Working with neuroscientists and
designers, Ford brought the
research to life with the unique
Ford Performance Buzz Car: a
customized Ford Focus RS
incorporating
wearable
and
artificial intelligence technology to
animate the driver’s emotions in
real time across the car’s
exterior.
“A roller coaster may be good for
a quick thrill, but it’s not great for
getting you to work every day,”
said Dr. Harry Witchel, Discipline
Leader in Physiology. “This study
shows how driving a performance
car does much more than get you
from A to B – it could be a
valuable part of your daily
wellbeing routine.”
Study participants who sat
behind the wheel of a Ford Focus
RS, Focus ST or Mustang
experienced an average of 2.1
high-intensity buzz moments
during a typical commute; this
compared with an average of 3
buzz moments while riding on a
roller coaster, 1.7 while on a
shopping trip, 1.5 each while
watching a Game of Thrones
episode or a football match, and
none at all while salsa dancing,
fine dining or sharing a
passionate kiss.
For the research, Ford took one
Focus RS and worked with
Design works to create the Buzz
Car:
From concept, design and
installation
to
software
development and programming,
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the Buzz Car took 1,400 manhours to create. Each “buzz
moment” experienced by the
driver – analyzed using a realtime “emotional AI” system
developed by leading empathic
technology firm Sensum –
produces a dazzling animation
across almost 200,000 LED lights
integrated into the car. The Buzz
Car also features:
High-performance Zotac VR GO
gaming PC
110 x 500-lumen daylight-bright
light strips
82 display panels with 188,416
individually addressable LEDs

Driving

2.1

Shopping

1.7

Game
Thrones

of 1.5

Football Game 1.5
Kissing

0

Salsa Dancing

0

Dining

0

* Average number of highintensity buzz moments per
participant

About Ford Motor Company
Driver state research
Researchers
at
the
Ford
Research and Innovation Center
in Aachen, Germany are already
looking into how vehicles can
better understand and respond to
drivers’ emotions. As part of the
EU-funded ADAS&ME project,
Ford experts are investigating
how in-car systems may one day
be aware of our emotions – as
well as levels of stress,
distraction
and
fatigue
–
providing prompts and warnings,
and could even take control of
the car in emergency situations.
“We think driving should be an
enjoyable,
emotional
experience,” said Dr. Marcel
Mathissen, research scientist at
Ford of Europe. “The driver-state
research Ford and its partners
are undertaking is helping to lead
us towards safer roads and –
importantly – healthier driving.”
Activity

Buzz Moments
*

Roller Coaster

3

Ford Motor Company is a global
company based in Dearborn,
Michigan. The company designs,
manufactures,
markets
and
services a full line of Ford cars,
trucks, SUVs, electrified vehicles
and Lincoln luxury vehicles,
provides
financial
services
through Ford Motor Credit
Company and is pursuing
leadership
positions
in
electrification,
autonomous
vehicles and mobility solutions.
Ford employs approximately
203,000 people worldwide.
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WANTED: ‘53 Olds left fender 88
or 98 will work, complete. Green
would be a bonus! Dallas 701436-6399
WANTED: 1955-59
step-side
pickup. Must be all complete,
ready to drive. Prefer: Chevy
Apache, 350 CU or less, no 6 cyl,
color of red, white, and blue, auto
trans, hwy gears. Call or text
Duane 701-425-5358
WANTED: Cruise
control
vacuum servo (350 engine) for a
1974 Monte Carlo. Bill 701-7207183
WANTED: 1959 Impala steering
wheel. (Good Condition) Horn
ring also if possible. Myron 701367-9070
Swap Shop ads are taken from James Valley
Street Machine members, NDSRA “Street
Talking” magazine, “Cars for Sale in
Jamestown” on Facebook.

WANTED: Pair of early Dodge
('53-'57) Hemi valve covers.
Greg, 701-838-7771
rattrod39@outlook.com
WANTED: 55-59
short
box
Chevy/GMC pickup. Drive train
not needed, body fair condition.
Dan @ 701-741-3706 Fargo
dgowan@crystalsugar.com.
WANTED: 1963-64 Chrysler 14inch std. steel wheel for spare,
RH front fender mounted radio
antenna and L and R front door
key locks (exterior), keys not
required. Call Jim @701-2935335 (Fargo) leave message and
number
WANTED: 1957-1972 Ford step
side short box. If you have a
complete step side short box that
you would part with, please call
Scott at 218-684-1250 or 701751-2899.

WANTED: Running/good
392
Hemi and a 1957/58 Chrysler
parts car. Mark #767, 701-7995090
WANTED: 4.3
Chevy
V-6
carbureted w/ fuel pump on
block. Dave 701-274-8975
WANTED: ‘68 Chevy C10 Short
wheel base pickup. Would prefer
a project, but will consider
anything? Nate 701-471-3350
WANTED: ‘51 Cadillac 2 door
project car. Any condition will be
considered. Nate 701-471-3350
WANTED: 1966 or 1967 Ford
Fairlane 2 door hard top in really
good condition.
lg31811@yahoo.com
Phone 218-207-8150 Dennis.
FOR SALE: Enclosed car trailer.
20 ft. 701-527-6393
FOR SALE: Set of NOS 1933
ND license plates in original
envelope. 701-527-6393

FOR SALE: Car caddy in good
condition. 701-527-6393
FOR SALE: Floor model glass
polisher. 701-527-6393
FOR SALE: 1953 Chevy front
fender
R+L.
Really
good
condition. 701-527-6393
FOR SALE: 1941 Olds Coupe,
350 HO/350, 3:08 gears, PS, disc
brakes, AC/heat, Recaro bucket
seats and much more, super
driver, appraised at 18K sell at
12K - Gary (701)367-0976
FOR SALE 2000 Nissan pickup,
AZ truck, AC, PS, PB, 4 cyl 5
speed, 2 WD, no rust $2500 firm;
Gary (701)367-0976
FOR
SALE: AWD
srdet20
Nissan pulsar engine with tranny
and harness and 1987 pulsar
body, call Bruce Rittel at 701425-2663
viking1130@msn.com
FOR SALE: 1946 Int’l custom
pickup. Licensed ‘48’ but front
clip and everything else looks like
a 46. Was on the cover of
NDSRA in both Mar – Apr 2017
and July – Aug 2016. A lot of
custom touches and gets a lot of
attention where ever you go with
it. Has been in ‘World of Wheels’
in Winnipeg and took 2nd in truck
class. Some ‘Best of Shows’ in
300 plus car shows. SERIOUS
BUYERS call 701-261-9071.
FOR SALE: 1953 Ford Victoria,
Customized. Nosed – decked –
electric door locks. 351 W AOD
Transmission.
$20,000.
Negotiable. Call Ken at 701-2204166
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FOR SALE: 2005 16-foot Scamp
camper, fully loaded, used very
little, AC, furnace, water heater,
stool/shower,
awning
extra
stabilizing jacks, new tires in
2015, table lowers to bed.
$10,000 OBO motivated seller.
Joe Speer 218-790-6434
FOR SALE 1953 Ford Victoria,
customized, nosed - decked electric door locks. 351 W AOD
transmission.
$20,000
Negotiable. Ken 701-220-4166
FOR
SALE: ESAB
220Volt
Plasma Arc Cutter. As new
condition, only used a few times.
Single or three phase operation.
Complete with roller cart, extra
consumables and manual. Hand
held operation--very versatile.
$1000 OBO. Ph.701 838-7771,
email: rattrod39@outlook.com
FOR SALE: 454 Chevy V-8,
complete with Edelbrock manifold
and carburetor, GM performance
distributor, power steering pump,
starter, fan, bell housing, 11"
clutch. Less than 6000 miles
since rebuild by Quality Engine
and Machine, nice runner. $5000.
Also have 4 Chevy rally wheels
w/ center caps and trim rings,
with 235 R 70-15 Goodrich tires,
one extra rim for spare. All for
$500. Jerry701-302-0264
FOR SALE: Classic Roadster jig
built 94" Cobra frame. Includes
Mustang II front suspension,
rebuilt power steering rack, wiring
harness, oversized sway bars
and some rear suspension parts.
Sand blasted and primed. No
body. Located in Williston.
$2,500 OBO.
siberiansoftware@gmail.com or
701-577-1858 during business
hours.

FOR SALE: ‘35 ACRODS Chev
3W, chopped, tubbed body,
fenders,
hood,
boards,
grille/shroud and engine/trans
package
with
Roadster
Shop/Heidts Super ride frame
package, includes most stuff to
complete, too much to list, tire
and wheel package not included.
$28,000 invested...serious offers
only. NW MN. Randy 218-6865611, call or text
FOR
SALE: 1957
Chevrolet
3200 long bed with a 283 ci & a 4
spd. Restored to stock w/ a few
exceptions. New everything. Ask
for the build sheet. $15,000.00
OBO. Jim 605-200-0366. Can
send along photos.
FOR SALE: 1966 Chevrolet C20
stock long bed pickup. Has a 283
ci & a 4 spd trans. New battery,
brakes,
Monroe
shocks,
electronic ignition, and brandnew Cooper 10-ply tires w/ onepiece steel wheels. I would
include the original set of bias
tires mounted on split rims.
Asking $ 7,000.00 OBO. Jim 605200-0366. Can send along
photos.
INSPECTIONS: Vehicle
inspections done at Dallas
Kustoms in Hillsboro, ND. Call
701-436-6399
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